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FLOWER PHOTOGRAPHY by Robbie Robinson
I consider flowers to be both one of the easiest and one of the most difficult subjects to photograph easy to get a pleasant image, very difficult to get a winning shot.
To get a pleasant shot you can use most lenses in any DSLR and even most point-and-shoot cameras.
You do need a tripod. You can use window lighting if shooting indoors. You have to pay some attention
to the background to ensure that it won’t distract. You need to
work at getting the sharpest possible focus, at least throughout
the plane of the principal blossom(s); soft edges are just not
acceptable unless part of an obvious composition. With care you
should be able to get something you could hang on your wall.
However, it is a lot harder to
get a stunning image.
If I knew exactly what to do
to get a truly great flower
image I would not find it the
challenge it is. You can take
more care with the basics.
Avoid camera movement during shutter release even though it is on
a tripod. Make the lighting more dramatic with one or two offcamera lights. Try different backgrounds, both natural and plaincoloured backdrops. Pick a species of flower that lends itself to the
composition you have in mind.
Some lilies, orchids, tulips and roses have especially attractive
shapes. Flowers with complex structures (like double geraniums,
peonies, lilac, lupine and hyacinth) are more difficult to photograph
well. Use several blossoms (but seldom a whole plant) to arrange an
interesting composition, or concentrate on just one great blossom. Coloured Bristol board and small
coloured foam sheets are materials I have used for backdrops indoors or when the natural outdoor
background was too distracting.
One reward from flower photography is that it is an easy way to
practise your photo skills. Depth of focus is a continual challenge
and may require the use of several photos with different areas of
sharp focus. Composition needs to be considered. You quickly
become adept at selecting the blossom or blossoms away from the
background in order to edit these two aspects of the image
separately. The addition of other subjects, like insects, raises the
level of difficulty considerably.
Unlike images being judged by nature photography rules, flowers in
flower photography do not have to be unaltered; they only have to
be recognizable as flowers. You can therefore experiment with
colour editing to increase the impact. For a real challenge you
might try a black and white image of a flower. Black backgrounds, which were once taboo, now seem
quite acceptable in “high style” flower photos. Flower photography may be the one kind of shooting
that can be done any day of the year and in any weather.
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AIRPORT EXPOSURE – A PHOTO ESSAY by Misbah Ali
Travel brings out the best and worst in us, mostly the worst. Recent, I had the “opportunity” of being
stranded at La Guardia Airport as my flight home was delayed. What can I say? The airport is a place
of extensive human study... Here are some images from that study:

Travelers drag their precious bags all over keeping a wary eye on them.

They eat bad airport lounge food, which is marginally better than airline food.
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They line up for lousy coffee which is three times more expensive than elsewhere, but something has
to be done about that splitting headache.

They cajole crying babies. There wasn’t much success there. Kids are allergic to airports, airplanes etc.
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They call family, friends and lovers to make time go faster. Catching up on your reading is SOP, analog
or digital.

They face-chat and say prolonged goodbyes. Do you really need to travel if you can Skype?
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They are uncomfortable, antsy, tired and out of place, in a limbo...
Finally they line to get to their destination... the place where they want to be.
A note on the images: I shot all images in my "stealth mode", without looking through the viewfinder,
the camera hanging from my neck. The camera was set at hyper focal distance that keeps fiddling with
your gear to a minimum and avoid detection. The 28 mm lens gave me a nice environmental
perspective that I was aiming for. I used Ilford HP5+ 400 ISO film, that I pushed to 800 ISO to avoid
slower shutter speeds and camera shake.
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Defining Images for the Creative and Pictorial Categories
An important decision we have to make when entering an image in the competition is to find it the
correct category – Pictorial, Nature or Creative. The Nature category is quite narrowly defined.
However, there is a “grey area” between the Pictorial and Creative categories. Images in this area
may be accepted into one category or the other. However, depending on the other submissions, they
likely have a lower probability of winning an award whichever category they are submitted in. So, the
objective of this article is to try to better define this “grey area”.
The article is divided into two parts: (I) a record of a discussion that took place following the first
competition between Following the first competition a very interesting discussion took place between
the Competition Team Leaders, the President and other senior members of the Club and (II) three
examples submitted by Steve Balke to further illustrate the ideas. This issue of KLIK also includes an
article submitted by Hilarie McNeil-Smith in which she shows us how she creatively converted an
ordinary image into an award winner in the Creative category.
Part I: The Discussion
Stephen Balke:
Alan and I need your opinion about what constitutes a Creative category image. Attached is the image
that precipitated the discussion and the unprocessed original image that it is derived from. The images
are shown below as “Disappointment” and “Disappointment Unprocessed”.
Image 1:
Disappointment

Image 2:
Disappointment
Unprocessed

One view is that it is a Pictorial image. It represents reality but Photoshop has been used to remove
distractions and to communicate the dark location and disappointing mood of the moment. It can
compete against other images that represent reality where Photoshop has been similarly used.
Another view is that it is so painterly that it is now a Creative image even though it still does
represent reality. It would compete against images where Photoshop has been used to both
communicate the emotion of the image, as in Pictorial, but have also where it has been used to show
an imaginative subject
Could we please have your opinions on this?
Robbie Robinson
If it were mine I would put it in Nature. It depicts nature, does not show the hand of man, and tells an
excellent nature story. I would, of course have to change the title to name the species of bird. The
storytelling is supposed to be given heavier weight than the technical execution (but some of our
judges get too busy counting feathers.) Yes it has been cropped but with digital images cropping is part
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of developing the composition and every judge who has advanced beyond 35mm slides (and some of
those were cropped with tape) should be comfortable with this.
However it also qualifies as Pictorial, since we define pictorial as anything representing reality (or
anything not Nature or Creative). I would guess this person has decided it would fare better in pictorial
than in nature, maybe because they believe it is not sharp enough.
I would not see it as Creative in our club. I see it as reporting nature, not manipulating the image (by
distortion, creative lighting, very unusual cropping, addition of pictorial elements from other images,
etc.) to make it a Creative image. Taking a difficult-to-get photo does not make it creative. Of course
most wedding photographers now try to label their work “creative” to set themselves apart from the
masses, but that cannot be what we mean by “Creative” in the MCC -- nearly all of our images are
creative in the sense that they are exceptionally well taken and show the subject (if there is one)
unusually well. I feel very strongly that what we label “Creative” here must move beyond capturing
what we could expect to see, if we could be there, to something we would not expect to see with our
eyes. If there is a well-defined image in a “Creative” photo I expect to see it presented in a way that is
not natural but which has been altered in a way that communicates more emotion, understanding or
levels of meaning than Pictorial can. If I were judging it in the Creative category I would mark it down
as not showing enough (or any) creativity as I understand the term.
But remember I don’t judge in this club.
Omar Sheikh wrote:
Robbie’s explanation has nailed it. Creative is “literally creative” and not creative ‘thinking’. This image
would flop in the creative category as judges would ask, “What’s creative about a filter or texture”? You
also posed your question with the ‘answer’ as to what was done with it. This is not information the
judges would have and therefore they are left to ‘guess’ if what they see (not knowing the treatment)
is creative enough.
This image while qualifying for Nature, may not do well from a technical perspective. It does however
tell a great story.
From my perspective, this image should go in the Pictorial category.
I would insist however that you leave it in the category as chosen by the competitor. You don’t want to
set a precedent or expectation that YOU will essentially PREJUDGE the image and make
recommendations. The explanations in the handbook are very clear and it is up to the competitor to
read them and make their own judgement as to the category.
All this goes out the window based on the judges you end up with. Then you are just shooting craps.
Stephen Balke then wrote:
I think the arguments for not placing the image in the Creative category are quite persuasive. It has
been modified quite a bit for Nature. Since it is a Print submission and Nature is part of Pictorial, it
should do fine in Pictorial anyway. Omar touched on another question: how much should we, the
Team Leaders of the competition committees, influence the choice of category by the creators of the
image. Page 8 of the competition manual states the following:
"Notes on Category Placement
It is the responsibility of competitors to make sure that their entries are in the correct category. If you
find the description of each category within this document to be insufficient, please let us know how to
improve upon it. The Club Competition Committees will rule on the eligibility of prints and digital
images in their respective categories, when required, however, it is not their responsibility to do so
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prior to the judging session. The team leaders may disqualify any image that is out of Category
(examples, non-habitat hand-of-man elements in Nature, obvious extreme editing in Pictorial). It is not
the responsibility of the Judges to determine whether or not the image qualifies for the category. "
That makes it quite clear that it is the task of the submitter. On the other hand, there does seem to be
some misunderstanding about this. Also, we can disqualify images. So, perhaps keeping silent about
the most obvious cases is not a good idea.
Omar Sheikh replied:
When you have 245 images, you have no time to advise submitters.
I try to create the culture of self-verification. We do enough to manage the competition; we also
cannot babysit the submission itself and rule on the category placement. Many people disagree with
my stance but there is simply no time. I also am not qualified to rule on what is nature and what isn’t.
I think trying to rule on creative is particularly dangerous... If someone sends you a picture prior to
actually submitting and asks for your opinion, then go for it. Otherwise, I suggest their submission be
final.
Calvert, Jim wrote:
I believe the image to be Creative based on my understanding of the rules. (n.b. I am not an expert in
this!)
1) Nature is definitely out; it cannot be post processed other than removing the occasional twig, or
applying slight exposure adjustments.
2) It cannot be Pictorial as I understand it; it must be what the eye can actually see. The canvas-like
filter is not Pictorial in my mind.
3) It is therefore Creative where anything goes in the use of computerized alteration.
Stephen Balke concluded:
It is interesting that we are not unanimous about the example image. It seems to me that there is a
"transition zone" between Pictorial and Creative where what is considered reality depends on the
observer. Another, equally important consideration is that the rules for nature shots are interpreted
more liberally by some than by others.
I don't think that we can completely eliminate these sources of variability. However, especially by
using examples, I bet that we can greatly reduce their effect. An article in KLIK would be a rapid way
of communicating something that is not easily explained in a short e-mail or by announcement at a
meeting. The article could be published with examples from several interviewed members and
subsequently used in the Competition Handbook and possibly even insert it as an appendix to the
handbook.
ason. The judges’ comments, accompanying their score of 20 points (7, 6 and 7 for each respective
judge) were as follows:
“The image leaves the judges in a quandary. It is almost painterly. It's a lovely story. The image
looks better at a distance than close up. Tonality is good. A pleasing image. The larger bird is not
sharp. One judge thought that the texture was being used to conceal noise. Nice colors, placement
and composition. The tonality is lovely and the two little chicks are the stars of the image. “
To me, this appears to be an example of an image in the “grey border” area that should not have been
submitted to our competition. It may have been more successful without the added texture since the
texture was not added to conceal noise as one judge suspected.
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Part II: Additional Examples and Discussion from Steve Balke
Example 1: Cloned Toad
Image 3 shows one lonely, rather
drab, toad. In the second image
(Image 4) the one toad has become
two facing toads (one with a worse
case of warts than the other). We
now have reflections as well.
Somewhere such a scene could exist
in nature; in this case it did not.

Image 4
Image 3

From our discussion, I would conclude that, because it is not a departure from reality, it is suited to the
Pictorial and not the Creative category.
Example 2: Grackle Hater’s Dream
The next image shows the result of combining two other images to form a scene which, again, could
possibly appear in nature, but which did not.
This image too apparently belongs in the Pictorial category. However, this one seems a little more
unreal than the previous one and is probably more of a “Grey Border” image.
It would be better to be not submitted if winning an award is the objective.
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Example 3: Hades Cardinal
In this case, a Northern Cardinal turned its head almost completely around to watch as I took the
photo. It was reminiscent of the “Exorcist”. So, I added some hellfire behind it to obtain the final
image.
This image scored an Editor’s Choice when submitted in the Photo Art section of
naturephotographers.net with 710 views.
See:
http://www.naturephotographers.net/imagecritique/ic.cgi?a=vp&pr=179698&CGISESSID=6be283fbdb
6c092a29721997e7fa17ce&u=26451
I submitted it in the Beginner Creative category and it scored 18.

Tough competition here!
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DANCE FOR ALL IT’S WORTH

A Tutorial by Hilarie McNeil-Smith
Hilarie’s award winning image is on the cover of this issue of KLIK.
The original image was not remarkable so I
decided to play.

I made a new canvas, and coloured it rusty red. I
added the original image on top, and then tried some
blending modes.
The luminosity blending mode seemed to make the
image take on the red cast and reversed the blacks to
white.
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I flattened that combination and added a new
blank layer and dragged it underneath the
image.
I scaled the image smaller so it fit into a
corner of the blank canvas.

Step three was to add the original image again, but I
scaled it larger than the canvas.
Since it was just playing, the image sort of developed
as I played. Normally I might have started with the
original image as the background, but adding it to a
blank layer allowed me to manipulate it.

After changing the blending mode of the original
image to colourburn it turned red like the
background.
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I added a texture layer with the screen blending
mode. The texture was one of my own that I
painted.
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The finished image.

A Photo Shoot Base in the Canadian Shield

by Bruce Peters

“I’ll never own a photo shoot base (cum family cottage) up north!” How many times I have
heard that as MCC Members talk to me about a photo shoot base linked to a family cottage in the
colorful, species rich and photogenic Canadian Shield! The facts do not agree with them!
3 possibilities:
· An older lakefront cottage on a developed lake like Sugar Lake near Parry Sound: A whole
Bay on this lake has older cottages on small or shallow lots and one sold this summer for about
$175,000. It could use some upgrades of course but a do it yourself person can make it happen over
time----- and still get lots of photo shoots in! It can be rented for a few weeks each year to cover its
ongoing costs. All cottage insurance policies allow this. Also, there are still back lots there backing on
endless forest that cost a fraction of lakefront and access the lake through parks.
· A cottage ‘father north than Parry Sound’: Both my photo shoot friends and my family drove 5 -7
hours to get to Parry Sound each time we visited our cottage lot and ‘camped’ years ago (before
putting in a prefab cottage). That is why my family could afford to buy on Sugar Lake! Now Hwy. 400
reaches Parry Sound and has cut the time by more than half. Buy farther north and wait for either of
the Hwy. 400 or Hwy. 11 expressway extensions to greatly cut the time to get there ----- BOTH are
being extended much farther north as I write this.
· Go for an unnumbered lake and save really big dollars: Only 150,000 of Ontario’s 300,000 lakes
even have names. Many of the rest just use numbers or are unnamed. By going even farther up, to
numbered lakes, your cottage or lot will be way less in cost.
“The photo shoot possibilities are unlimited!” You, your photo shoot friends and your family will
have fun!
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Program 2012- 2013
It's amazing, we're already almost a third through the program year, and I feel like we have just
started out. We have been fortunate to have had a broad variety of speakers, covering both image
making and new technology in their presentations, and we've even managed to sprinkle in a few
moments with our own members. As one member said, "I may not be carried away by the speaker's
subject, but I always learn something”.
Don't forget the upcoming full presentation next week (November 22) from our peripatetic members'
feature "The Mississauga Tribe explores Yellowstone". Rumour has it Fred Dixon is working on a short
presentation on the Prince Edward County Outing, which we'll no doubt see soon. Also upcoming on
Dec 6th, is the artistry of some of our more creative photographers. (I like to consider myself in that
group but some say it is simply a warped mind at work.).
This will be followed by our holiday social on December 20th (pot luck...so prepare your menu and
baking), which will also feature a display of the amazing images by our print aficionados - if you would
like to display some of your work, let David Simmonds know.
In the New Year we will feature Omar Sheikh's fantastic photography and technical skills (perhaps
some icebergs?) in February. Later on in the spring we entertain the exceptional speaker Rob Stimpson
and a Black and White image specialist, amongst others.
There is even an opportunity for members to show off their new Photo Essay work on a club evening
which has now been moved back to April 18th 2013 (I'll fix the calendar soon I promise!) . This gives
you lots of time to prepare after the workshop on "Creating Photo Essays" with Marcus Miller and some
other guy.
The Program Committee is always looking for your feedback and suggestions for speakers or new
activities, so pass them on to me. We would also like to institute the approach of having members
introduce and thank the various speakers. This is one way to let other members get to see your face,
so if you feel inclined to do this, let me know to add you to the list.
Still great things to come!
Doug Johnston
Program Committee
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FIRST COMPETITION RESULTS
November 2012

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM
HM
HM
HM
HM
HM
HM
1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM
HM
1ST
2ND
HM
HM

1ST
2ND
HM
HM
1ST
2ND
1ST
2ND
3RD

DIGITAL BEGINNER
Pictorial
Country Picker
Rosa Wang
Jennifer
Bob Roman
Memorial 911
Dwane Smith
Cool Fence
Annette Seip
Grounded-At-Westpo
Holly Lumley
Helping Hand
David Jackman
Just A Minute
Bob Roman
Langdale_Valley
Linda Hilliard
Ornamental Thiistle
Donna Miller
Red Florida Sunset
Trish Aleve
Reflected Anticipation
Linda Lin
Nature
Grizzly_Love_Nip
Garry Revesz
Bullfrog
Garry Revesz
Island In The Sky
Kevin Chan
Common_Raven
Garry Revesz
Dragonfly
Larry Jewett
Fall At Sawmill Valley
Efraim Perl
Creative
Sand Beach Abstract 2
Brian MacKay
Broken Windshield
Trish Aleve
Sand Beach Abstract 1
Brian MacKay
Wilted Roses
Adela Tivadar
DIGITAL INTERMEDIATE
Pictorial
Living At The Waters Edge
Paul McLeod
Water_Lily
Paul Ewington
Fallen
Stephen Hill
Oyster Boats At Rest
Paul McLeod
Nature
Tern With Fish
Stephen Balke
Dandelion Seed Heads In The Grass Jennifer Fowler
Creative
Cold Milk
Sorin Alb
Badlands Revealed
Stephen Hill
Money Money Money
Sorin Alb

DIGITAL ADVANCED
Pictorial
23
22
22
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM
HM
HM
HM
HM

3RD
HM
HM

22
22
22
21
21
21
21
21
21

Northern Gannet
Honeybee On Coneflower
Brown Palican
Blue Bird With Grasshopper
Griffon Vulture

Joe Iocco
Joe Iocco
Raymond Hsu
Fred Dixon
Ursula Tweddle

23
22
22
21
21

Robbie Robinson
Leonie Holmes
Leonie Holmes
Tony Paine
Ron Manning
Lisa Husar

24
23
23
22
22
22

Ina Miglin
Rob Thorne
Efraim Perl
Holly Lumley
Ina Miglin
Rosa Wang

24
23
23
23
23
23

Bob Kelly
Lucio DaRocha
John Moore

22
21
21

Leonie Holmes
Tony Paine
Marcus Miller
Alan Gray
Sandra Hawkins

23
23
23
22
22

Creative
1ST
2ND
3RD

22
20
20
20

Karen Simmonds
Ina Miglin
Al Tilson
Omar Sheikh
Robert Mongrain
Jim Calvert
Uliana Yaworsky
Ina Miglin
Ursula Tweddle
Nature

1ST
2ND

21
21
21
20
20
21

Wild Horse Roundup
St Anne Church In Vilnius
Rocky Shoreline
Early Morning Rush
Fougeres_Reflections
Home Delivery
Lighthouse At Peggy'S Cove
Mostar
Rebirth

HM
HM
HM

A Threatening Future Looms
Warhol Inspired
Lily Pad
Life Goes On Outside
Shaggy Geranium
Through The Looking Glass
PRINTS LEVEL ONE
Pictorial

20
20
20
20

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM

21
20

HM
1ST

22
22
21

2ND
HM

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM
1ST
2ND

Sunrise In Africa
Barred Owl
Reflection Of Fall
Decay
Gdansk Old Town
Pheobe
Creative
Smoke Curl
Agony Of Man
Erindale Presbyterian Church
PRINTS LEVEL TWO
Pictorial
East African Crowned Crane
Grindstone Creek 1
Monarch On Goldenrod
Lioness
Short-Eared Owl
Creative
Grandpa You Forgot To Blow Out Your Candles
Lilies

Marcus Miller
24
Hilarie McNeil-Smith 22
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STANDINGS

Season 2012 - 2013
DIGITAL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Beginner
Bob Roman
64
Rosa Wang
63
Brian MacKay
62
Garry Revesz
62
Adela Tivadar
61
Kevin Chan
60
Holly Lumley
60
Annette Seip
60
Dwane Smith
60
Kathryn Doren
59
David Jackman
59
Linda Hilliard
58
Larry Jewett
58
Donna Miller
58
Efraim Perl
58
Jim Evans
57
Mujtaba Khan
57
Linda Lin
57
Beverley Smith
57
Trish Aleve
55
Hilary Callin
55
Janet Dixon
55
Paul Lindo
55
Christina Moss
55
David Shaw
55
Bashar Darghawth 54
Maureen Rodrigues53
Monish Ghosh
52
Karen Torres
48
Dolly Goyette
36
Qing-ping Zheng 20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Intermediate
Sorin Alb
Stephen Balke
Stephen Hill
Paul McLeod
Paul Ewington
Juri Vosu
Rick DaSilva
Jennifer Fowler
Doug Johnston
Stan Kozel
Bob Bowman
Alan Gray
Myra Jones
Don Meaker
John Moore
Alan Munro
Angela Murphy

PRINTS
64
60
60
59
58
57
56
56
56
56
55
55
55
55
55
55
54

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Advanced
Leonie Holmes
67
Joe Iocco
64
Tony Paine
64
Raymond Hsu
62
Robert Mongrain 62
Robbie Robinson 62
Karen Simmonds 62
Ron Manning
61
Ina Miglin
61
Marty Pinker
61
Ursula Tweddle
61
Janet Brazier
60
Jim Calvert
60
Warren Davis
60
Lisa Husar
60
Uliana Yaworsky
60
Jon Clarke
59
Sandra Hawkins
59
Hilarie McNeil-Smith
59
David Penty
59
Al Tilson
59
Kay Woollam
59
Robert Bateman
58
Audrey Cherevaty 58
Bruce Kennedy
58
Omar Sheikh
58
David Simmonds 58
Kevin White
58
Fred Dixon
57
Stephen Stefanoff 57
Marcus Miller
56
Bruce Peters
56
Linda Wiesner
56
Garry Weiler
55

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Level One
Ina Miglin
Holly Lumley
Efraim Perl
Rosa Wang
Rob Thorne
Bob Kelly
Stephen Balke
Marty Pinker
Adela Tivadar
Lucio DaRocha
Brian MacKay
John Moore
Larry Jewett
George Webster
Chris Allen
Annette Seip
Beverley Smith
Roy Williams
Qing-ping Zheng

47
45
45
45
44
43
42
42
42
41
40
40
39
39
37
37
37
37
19

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Level Two
Marcus Miller
47
Leonie Holmes
44
Tony Paine
44
David Simmonds 44
Jim Calvert
43
Sandra Hawkins 42
Hilarie McNeil-Smith
42
Robbie Robinson 42
Myra Jones
41
Paul McLeod
41
Al Tilson
41
Alan Gray
40
Rainer Rothfuss
40
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Marketplace
Nikon AF-S 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6G ED VR II Full Frame Lens - $850
In mint condition with 2296 image count; purchased lens on Oct 29, 2011.
Excellent “Walkabout/Travel” Full Frame lens for Nikon D600, D700, D800 etc…
Can also be used on Nikon DX Cameras (D300)
In the original box complete with all accessories
Included Hoya Filter 77mm Protector PRO-ID HMC
Nikon D300 body with only 16,311 Clicks - $550
This camera’s total shutter cycle is 150,000 clicks
Included 2 Batteries, Battery Charger, Manual, cables and 2 4GB Compact Flash cards
Contact Clement do Rosario by email at clementdo@cogeco.ca
By phone at 905-829-1580
Sigma 10 - 20mm
$350.00
Tamron 17 - 85mm
$375.00
Canon 17 - 50mm
$350.00
Canon 24 - 70mm
$1100.00
Canon L series 70 - 200mm $1500.00
Epson 9600 Stylus Pro Large format Printer, extra inks included: $1500.00 best offer
Everything is in great condition
Contact Olaf Schneider by email: olafstudio@yahoo.com By phone: 416 879 1965

KLIK SUBMISSIONS
KLIK welcomes feedback, comments and suggestions; articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting
web sites; images with comments. All submissions are usually published in the first available issue.
Please send your submissions to:
KLIK@mississaugacameraclub.ca.

The Mississauga Camera Club is a member of the Greater Toronto Council of Camera Clubs (GTCCC), Canadian
Association of Photographic Art (CAPA), the Photographic Society of America (PSA) and
is affiliated with the Mississauga Recreation and Parks Department and the Mississauga Arts Council.

Please visit our Affiliated organisations for news about events, competitions and special offers.

The Photographic Society of America
http://psa-photo.org/

The Canadian Association for Photographic Art
http://capacanada.ca/
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THE MISSISSAUGA CAMERA CLUB
Meetings:
Cawthra Seniors’ Community Centre,
1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga
E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca
Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca
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